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       To ensure the performance of ROBO-TECHNICS is an enriching educational experience for your students, it is
        important to:

 Use the teachers’ notes to prepare students for the performance.

 Be present and responsible for students throughout the entire performance.

 Model appropriate audience behaviour and share in the experience provided by the artist.

 Engage students in pre and post performance activities.

 Complete a performance report to inform the agent and the artist of your views and needs in relation to the 
program and  TEACHERS NOTES.

The Syllabus and guidelines for teachers requires that students have first-hand experiences through manipulating a wide 
variety of objects, equipment and materials. It is essential, therefore, that special consideration be given to the safety of 
students. All students should be aware of safe procedures and behaviours, and why these are necessary during science 
activities. Safety is not only knowledge but also an attitude, and common sense and responsible behaviour are the 
hallmarks of a safety conscious individual.
Willing compliance by teachers and children with the safe procedures and behaviours outlined in the Primary and 
Secondary science safety manual will ensure that any potentially hazardous situations are avoided.

At all times be conscious of dangerous situations which may arise in the activities undertaken by your class. A few 
minutes’ careful thought prior to an activity should bring to mind any changers which may exist.
Disclaimer:

 Please  note : any activities suggested in these teachers notes are at the schools own risk 
 The artist or agent will not accept responsibility  for any accident or damage that may occur..

Acknowledgments :

Permission  is granted to school educators to produce each master in quantities suitable
            for non- commercial classroom use

Graphic design and layout by :   Leslie Barnett.



                               
                                    Dear  Educator,

                                   Science and Technology is the learning area in which all students 
                                   learn about the natural and made environments by investigating,
                                   by designing and making and by using Technology.
                                   Students enjoy making things and value  opportunities to design
                                   solutions to needs and problems.
                                    
                                   The science syllabus is concerned with finding about the world in a
                                   Systematic way.  Findings are accepted if they can be verified.
                                   Science is not just a body of Knowledge but is also a process of 
                                   Investigation  Science seeks to be objective; nonetheless , as a 
                                   human endeavour , it is affected by human values.
                
                                   Science education assists students to understand themselves and the
                                   environment and provides opportunities for them to develop 
                                   independent rational thought and responsible action.
                                   It emphasises first hand experiences, investigating, problem solving
                                   and clarifying understandings. 
                             ROBO-TECHNICS  -   complements  many  Key Learning 
                                   subjects within the National science and technology frame work 
                                    eg.                                    

 Technology activities that will also result in the development of  
scientific skills and understandings, eg. the design of stage props 
that use electricity and lighting, electronic circuits and computer  
aided control systems.

 Scientific activities that will also result in the development of  
technology skills and understandings, eg the use of a computer to 
design drawings- detailed plans  for problem solving purposes 
etc;

  
                            The  ROBO-TECHNICS  Show  has two programs,  each 
                                   formulated to cater for Grades K – 7 and  7- 9 with special
                                   emphases paid  to  students  with  special needs as well as  the 
                                   gifted and talented.

 The teachers notes contained have been designed to complement different age levels,  
please feel free to choose what is appropriate for your particular class. 

 I look forward in visiting your school with  my production of  ROBO-TECHNICS  and 
should hope that it will be  well received . 

                                  
                                              Leslie  Barnett…The Presenter.



        

  
           
                                                 Leslie Barnett-stage name  Marshall  
                                                                            is a member of the Science Teachers -
                                                                             Association in Victoria and South
                                                                             Australia. 
                                                                             With a background in electronic and 
                                                                             mechanical engineering, Leslie has 
                                                                             directed his knowledge and experience 
                                                                             into the design and production of his 
                                                                             own equipment and is one of the first
                                                                             pioneers in Australia  to present Science
                                                                             &  Technology in a theatrical format.
                                                                             Leslie  is best remembered for his
                                                                             program, Marshall’s Portable Music 
                                                                             Machine, made popular by the number
                                                                             1, hit record of the `70s.
                                                                             Mr Barnett has worked as an 
                                                                             entertainer and Performing Arts 
                                                                             Educator in Australia and abroad for the
                                                                             past 25 years. His experience includes
                                                                             hosting his own radio and television
                                                                             shows and was involved in the 
                                                                             implementation of electronic teaching
                                                                             aids for the NSW Education Department  
                                                                             AGATRON ( the Robot ) was designed 
                                                                             and built by Mr Barnett  and is the
                                                                             mascot to the Australian Science  
                                                                             Festival  in  CANBEERA  A.C.T.
              Edward Roberts                        

Leslie Barnett stems from a long line of inventors. His great    great   grandfather  was
Edward Roberts  I.S.O. F.R.A.S.- F.R.H.S –R.S.S .J.P of Kent England who was decorated by King
Edward  7th in 1907  for his input involving the invention of the Tide Predicting Machine which was used
extensively by the government of the day. There is still one in operation at Fort Dennison Sydney 
Harbour N.S.W. AUSTRALIA. 



 

                                         ”.

Robo-tec  complements the National Science & Technology Syllabus  through
the wonderful and exciting medium of theatre.

THE  PERFORMANCE:
The star of the show is a Robot named Algatron who talks, and sings with  co-star
Inventor - Marshall.
Algatron with his loveable smile and mischievous personality, captures the hearts of all

AUDIENCE  PARTICIPATION :
 is a high priority throughout the entire show but, particularly 
when Marshall unveils his latest invention  -  The Dual Reflex Simulator.
Students will be challenged to try there thought and reflex  skills in competition with
those of the machines  - who will win?

Students will be amazed to discover that the Robots design, although complex in
appearance, is basically constructed from everyday materials eg;   kitchen bowls, 
torches , parts off  old toys, ice-cream scoops, vacuum-cleaner parts ,light-shade 
fittings etc; a rare opportunity for pupils to see first hand technology machines at work.
 
At the conclusion of the performance  Leslie ( Marshall )  demonstrates to students
how he was able to build  these machines over a period of many years using different
stages of improvements  through an evaluation process  and  a methodology which he
calls -  IMAGE-NEERING .
Students are encouraged  also to use more of there  imagination when they too are
challenged to ENGINEER  a  problem-solving task,  and like Marshall,  use the
same  principals that apply in the technology process .

 INVESTIGATING  DESIGNING  PRODUCING  and  EVALUATING    



               
   For  briefing or De-briefing.  ( lower - middle primary ).

                     Most robots in the film industry are either human beings wearing metallic
                                         costumes or they are life-size or miniature models made from plastic and
                                         steel that move by remote-control or trick photography. However with 
                                         Algatron all  his movements are co-ordinated by electronic means using 
                                         sensors all of which operate by a central control system which is carried
                                         around Marshall’s shoulder. This acts like a brain to control the robots
                                         many motors. Such technology is known as ‘Audio- Animatronics’  Audio,

                                                       meaning sound, anima’,  from the word animation -meaning, movement 
                                                       and tronics’,  from the word electronics. This means that Algatron’s sound 
                                                       and movements are all  co-ordinated  by electronic circuits.  

    During the performance,  Marshall  will explain how he is able to control Algatron  using  technology and
    also how he was able to build his robot  by using  a technic  called  IMAGE-NEERING-
    ( imagination and engineering working together ).

  Below is a diagram showing  what Marshall used to build his robot.              

                                    You will see Marshall's new model, with some additions.

Hat ~ Light shade fitting.

Eyes ~ Torches
 Eyelids ~ice-cream scoops

Pie dish

Hands ~ 
Plastic 
cups

Drive motors,  wheels & tyres ~ from a 
toy  ride-on   jeep.

Head ~ kitchen 
bowls.

Bowtie  ~ plastic from
 ice-cream container.

Toy parts ( motors etc). 
for right hand.

Car speaker with 
sound 
amplifier.Weighing 
scales

Eyebrows ~  pipe cleaners

Nose ~ door-knob.

Arms ~ Vacuum-cleaner hoses.



  

       

                  BACKGROUND   INFORMATION
1817   Mary Shelly writes the novel Frankenstein which depicts a humanoid robot

              created from human parts.
1917 The word ‘ ROBOT ‘ First appears in literature, coined in the play Opilek 
1918 by Playwright Karel Capek, derived it from a Chech word ‘ ROBOTNIC ‘, 

              meaning-slave.
1921 The term ‘ROBOT ’ is made famous by Capek’s play R.U.R. ( Rossum’s

              Universal  robots ). See reverse side.
1938 Isaac Asimov coins the word ‘ ROBOTICS ’ in his science fiction novels,

               and formulates the Three Laws of Robotics to prevent robots from harming
               humans.

1954 The first united Kingdom robotics, No 781465, is granted in England on 
               March 29.

1955 The Logic Theorist, an artificial intelligence machine capable of proving 
               logical propositions point-by-point, is unveiled at Dartmouth College.

1960 Artificial intelligence teams at Stanford Research Institute ( California ) and
               the university of Edinburgh in Scotland begin work on machine vision.

1961 George D. Devol, the ‘ Father of robotics ’, obtains the first U.S. patent
No. 2,998.237. 

1.   
1964                                                                                       The first Trallfa robot is used to paint wheelbarrows in a Norwegian factory

during a human labour shortage. 
1969 Unimate robots assemble Chevrolet Bega automobile bodies for general

                Motors.
1970 General Motors becomes the first company to use machine vision in 
anindustrial application 
1971.     Formation of the Japan Industrial Robot Association ( JIRA ) makes  Japan 
the first nation to establish a national robotics organization.
1974 Hitachi used touch and force with its Hi-T-Hand robot, allowing the robot

                hand to guide pins into holes.
1975 The Cincinnati Milacron T3 the first robot to enter the aerospace industry.

            1979              Japan introduces the SCARA ( Selective Compliance Assembly Arm ). 
 



.                                  
1980 The biggest changes in robotics occur in control and hardware. 
                Robotic  languages are developed to ease programming bottlenecks.
1981-84   IBM enters the robotic field with its 7535 and 7565 Manufacturing 
                Systems. Robots are enhanced by mobility, voice communication and
                safety factors. Greater emphasis is placed on machine vision, tactile
                sensors and languages. Battlefield and security robots are developed
                during this period
1987 & Beyond.
                New computer architecture, artificial intelligence and natural language
                programming will be combined in ever more innovative and useful ways.

                                    The development of computer-aided design ( CAD ),computer - aided 
    manufacturing ( CIM )  will proceed at an ever accelerating rate.                  

  Top:
Robot’s like ‘TOBOR THE GREAT ’ Played  
many star roles  in the Block-buster movies  
of  the 1950’s..

Right:

The letters ‘R U R’ ON CAPT’.
Richard’s robot allude to KAREL Capek’s  
1921 play Rossum’s Universal Robots in  
which the word ‘ ROBOT ’was coined.

You can discover more about  Robots from a 
book called ‘ THE WORLD OF ROBOTS’ 
Published by Gallery Books-
( an imprint of W.H smith Publishers Inc.)  
112 Madison Avenue New York City 10016.

Photo’s complements of Gallery Books.



     The 7 step principle  used  by Marshall to design and build his  Robot.
      
 1.   AIM:- to build a Robot. WHY?- so it can perform various duties around the house.
2. VARIABLE:- What will I change, keep the same, modify or improve particularly if there 

is a problem .
3. RESEARCH & OBSERVATION:- What other Robots / Machines / devices etc;
      have I observed which may give me ideas, and what materials do I need -  $  cost?

 4.  RESULTS:- How will I record my results?
 5.  METHOD:-What are the steps in my experiment?
 6.  OUTCOME:- What do I think will happen ?
7. EVALUATION & DISCUSSION :  what did happen?. Am I satisfied with my 

experiment ?,  if not- why not?. I  record all my results- then  start from step 2 and
      repeat the process until I am completely  successful.

The technology process sets out a path for solving a problem or meeting a need using a
technical methodology. The process may be sequential, moving directly from the investigation
phase to designing, producing and evaluating, or students may need to return phases to solve  
a problem. For example, continuing evaluation during each phase will often result in returning
to a previous  phase.
The diagram shows both the sequential and non-sequential paths that could be followed when 
solving a problem using the 7 step technological methodology.



 DESIGN BRIEF -        PROBLEM  SOLVING CHART .       ROBOT –ALGATRON  Subject. SLIP GEARS. 
               

1        AIM : ( To build )  - 
Solve a problem.

When the wheels of the robot are caught in a corner they lock 
up  causing the drive cog ( which is connected to the wheel  
support shaft)  in the gearbox to  strip- and also  burn out the 
motors                              

2     VARIABLE : What will I change ? The overall existing design of the main drive motors and 
gearbox assembly.

 
What will I modify 
improve if there is a 
problem ?.

Develop a slip gear system between the wheel and the main 
drive cog.

What will I keep the 
same? 

Wheels, gearbox assembly and main wheel support shaft and 
tension nuts.

3 .   RESEARCH : 

      OBSERVATION :
  

……………………

What materials will 
be needed?

$ Cost?

In my research I observed a 12 volt cordless drill built 
with a multiple clutch setting-designed  to stop the drill
 from working under load when the drill piece is jammed
I thought that I could use the same principle in solving my 
problem
.2 x rubber washers- 5 mm thick x50 mm diam’ 4x four 
chrome cups ( tap washers )1 mm thick x 55 mm in diameter. 
Glue  A total of -$ 15.00 .

4      RESULTS : How will I record 
my results ?

By hands-on  trial and error and,  by taking down notes.
Drawing a computer graph.

5      METHOD :
What are the steps in 
my experiment ?

1/ Remove both wheel shafts- by removing tension nuts.
2/ Disconnect both front wheels from motor & gearbox
    assembly 
3/ Rivet chrome cups to both wheels & main drive cogs.
4/ Glue one side of the rubber washer to the  inside of the 
     chrome cups- to both  wheels only.
5/ Replace both  wheels to main cog. 
6/ Replace wheel support shafts- adjust tension nuts slightly.
7/ Lift the robot clear of the floor by placing it on a block.
8/ Switch power to run  motors.-  adjust tension nuts .

6     OUTCOME:

7     EVALUATION

     ( DISCUSSION ) .

What do I think will 
happen ?

What did happen.?.

Conclusion:

                                                                                      
 It is hoped that when  the motors are activated the main wheels  
will rotate. It is expected that I will be able to hold the wheels  
safely while the motor is still running The conclusion should be 
that the wheels will have sufficient grip via the rubber washers
 to enable them to move the robot
The motor /gearbox & wheel support shaft was  still operating 
while I held the wheels – it was safe to do so- there was 
sufficient grip for the drive system to move the weight of the 
robot when I let go .
The experiment was a success- no need for re-evaluation.



                                                 Diagram- showing a typical problem which was solved through the aid of 
                                                                      this computer graph .
                                                           REF :Page 10.-------------  Problem-solving chart…SLIP-GEAR.
                  
                                                                    SUBJECTS- Make a system to meet specific needs / Use of tools, 
                                                                     equipment,  hardware and software. Use graphics, models 
                                                                     and written data to record  the exploration of different ideas
                                                                     for design proposals and to assist in  making. 

Fig:1
 Gearbox 
assembly

Fig: 2
 Main drive cog

Fig: 3 & 4 chrome 
cups
1 mm thick x50 
mm diameter.

Fig: 5 
Rubber washer (glued to 
cup)5 mm thick x55 mm in 
diameter.

   Fig: 6 

   Wheel

Fig: 7
 Motor

Fig: 8
Wheel support  
shaft.

Fig: 9
 Tension nuts

Fig: 10
Robot showing front 
wheel drives
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Fig: 1

Fig:2

Fig:7

Fig:3 & 4 

Fig:   5 

Fig:  6

Fig: 8

Fig: 9
Fig:  10 

        SLIP  GEAR
Designed : by Leslie  
Barnett
Date: 16 / 12 / 1999.

Note:  Graph- not to scale.
Fig 
1

Fig:  7

Fig
:6

Fig: 9

Fig:  3 & 4

             Fig:8

Microsoft  word.Fig : 2
Fig : 5



 DESIGN BRIEF - 
Name…………………………..Experiment………………………………………..Date……………… 

1      AIM : To build - solve a 
problem.

2      VARIABLE : What will I change ?

 
What will I  modify- 
improve if there is a 
problem ?.

What will I keep the 
same? 

3 .   RESEARCH : 

      OBSERVATION :
  

What materials will be 
needed?

$ Cost?

4    RESULTS : How will I record my 
results ?

 

5     METHOD : What are the steps in 
my experiment ?

.

                                                                                      

6     OUTCOME:

7     EVALUATION

  (  DISCUSSION )

What do I  think will 
happen ?

What did happen.?.

Conclusion:

 



 

ROBOT-MASK  ….. Recommended for lower primary students.

Cut out the mask then decorate using paints, coloured knitting wool etc. You could even glue 
plastic 1 Litre milk tops to the eyes. Pinhole in each eye socket for vision. Cut out nose /mouth 
and neck then pinhole each ear and tie an elastic cord..

Now your ready to play-    ROBOT CHARADES.

MY NAME IS:

…………………………………………..

CUT

Cut  out

cut

Give your 
robot a name. 
Write a story 
about what 
your robot can 
do.



                                         

                               
                                   Movement game to complement the 
                                            ROBOT  MASK.: page 11
                                            Recommended for lower- middle  primary.
                                                               
                                  Subjects:  Creative movement / communication 
                                                    with others / creative writing / art - music etc. . 

   METHOD :                    Movement:

 Students imitate the movement of robots. Move a few body 
parts separately, then together. Try it stationary, then moving 
around the room.

 Students become supple and rubbery. Move different parts, 
then all together, stationary, then moving around.

                                                              Sound:

 Children slowly hum / chant a word or short phrase relating to the 
theme of robots e.g. ‘ short-circuit’,  ‘de- activate’, 

                                   disassemble’. Say it over and over rhythmically.
 Add some other words and phrases chanted at various pitches.
 Add percussion instruments playing word rhythms on a particular 

beat if you prefer. You may also wish to add some body percussion
            ( e.g. clicks, slaps, claps etc.). 

               VARIABLE :     Combination:
Use two groups of ‘ singers ‘…one using voice sounds for the robots, 

the other using voice sounds for supple / rubbery. A conductor may be chosen to point from 
one group to the other.

                              Students change as the music or sounds change from robots to rubber.

                                                          In pairs:  
                    Working with a partner, students make up a robotic character to 

perform a chosen task. One child moves while the other makes sounds appropriate to the 
actions. While watching one pair, the class has to decide on the function the robot is 
performing. The pair whose answer is correct then demonstrates their idea to the class. 

TIPS.

Why not make a robotic  
paper breast plate?.
You could even make 
sleeves for ankles  and 
arms? Use the problem-
solving chart..
Find some robotic 
music then have teams 
competing with 
choreographed 
movements.



        Teachers:-  for best results -make larger photo-copies.





     Body

Hands

Why not  
colour me in ?



                                                                                               

Name:………………… 

………………………..

Age…………………….

Grade…………………
…

Date……………………



                                                 

                                 

                                                       Subjects : Physical  Phenomena / pushes & pulls,
                                                                        various   forms of energy / exploring & 
                                                                        experimenting,  constructing etc.
       
                             Subject :    Rocketry.

                             Topic :      Newton’s three laws of motion .

Design Brief :   If you are using your problem-solving chart ( page 10 ).                                       

       1.      AIM : To construct / modify a device that can rotate by using  water.
       2.      VARIABLE : What will I change, keep the same, modify/ improve,

               particularly if there is a problem
  3.      RESEARCH & OBSERVATION : what other devices work on                      .

                  the same principle and what materials do I need at what cost ?
  4       RESULTS : How will I record my results ?.
  5       METHOD : What are the steps in my experiment ?.
  6       OUTCOME : What do I think will happen ?.
  7       EVALUATION : What happened in the experiment, 
               was it a success ?.  If not -why not ?.Record your results.
               If need be - start from step 2 & repeat the process until successful
.                                                 

MATERIALS :
1. Empty  can with opener lever intact
2. Nail.

       3.    Fishing line
       4.    Bucket or tub of water.

 METHOD :

Lay the can on its side and using the nail, carefully punch four equally spaced small holes just above and around 
the bottom rim. Then, before removing the punching tool from each hole, push the tool to the right
( parallel to the rim ) so that the hole is slanted in that direction. Bend the can’s opener lever straight up and tie a 
short length of fishing line to it. Immerse the can in water until it is filled. Pull the can out by the fishing line. 
Water streams will start the can spinning. 
EVALUATION – DISCUSSION:

The Aluminium can hero engine is an excellent demonstration of Newton’s laws of motion. The can rotates 
because a force is exerted by the flowing water  ( first law ). The rate of rotation will vary with different numbers 
of holes and different diameters of holes in the can  ( second law ). Try two and try a can with large holes verses a 
can with small holes. The can rotates in the opposite direction from the direction of the water streams
( third law ).   Newton’s three laws state that- for every action there is an opposite & equal.

TIPS:
Try experimenting with
 different diameter holes
 using your problem-solving 
chart &  evaluate the outcome.



                                                              
                                                Subjects : Physical  Phenomena / pushes & pulls,
                                                                   various   forms of energy / exploring & 
                                                                   experimenting,  constructing etc.
       
                          Subject :    Rocketry.
                            Topic :      Newton’s  Action – Reaction Principle.

Design Brief : If you are using your problem-solving chart ( page 10 ).
1.  AIM :  To construct / modify a balloon-powered Pinwheel .
2.  VARIABLE : What will I change, keep the same, modify / improve, 
        particularly If there is a problem.
3      RESEARCH & OBSERVATION : what other devices work on                      .

               the same principle and what materials do I need at what cost ?
4 RESULTS :   How will I record my results ?.
5 METHOD :  What are the steps in my experiment ?.
6 OUTCOME : What do I think will happen ?.
7 EVALUATION : What happened in the experiment, was it a success ?.

If not why not ?.Record your results then start from step 2 & repeat the
process until successful.                                                  

 MATERIALS: 
1 Wooden pencil with an eraser on one end.
2 Straight pin.
3 Round party balloon.
4 Flexible drinking straw.
5 Plastic tape.

METHOD:  

Inflate the balloon to stretch it out a bit.
Slip the nozzle end of the straw farthest away from the bend.
Use a short piece of plastic tape to seal the balloon to the straw.
Bend the opposite end of the straw at a right angle.
Lay the straw and balloon on an outstretched finger so that it balances.
Push the pin through the straw at the balance point and then continue 
pushing the pin into the eraser of the pencil and finally into the wood
 itself. Spin the straw a few times to loosen up the hole the pin has
made.Inflate the balloon and let go of the straw.

EVALUATION & DISCUSSION:
The balloon-powered pinwheel spins because of the action-reaction principle described in Newton’s third
 law of motion. Stated simply, the law says every action is accompanied an opposite and equal reaction .In 
this case, the balloon produces an action by squeezing on the air inside causing it to rush out the straw. The 
air, travelling around the bend in the straw, imparts a reaction force at a right angle to the straw. 
The result is that the balloon and straw spin around the pin.

TIPS :
Why not use the 
Problem-solving
chart to assist you
In this experiment or,
make another device 
which works on the 
same principle.

TIPS:
Use the balloon & straw to 
make a Rocket car by adding a 
base and 4 wheels. 
Don’t forget to use your chart  
on page 10.



                           

                                                                Subjects - Built  Environments / Earth &
                                                                             Surroundings   changes to the physical 

          environment / forms of energy / make a
                                                                             system for  specific needs etc..  
                        .                                                                                       
                                                         Materials  Required

1  Piece of plywood or strong cardboard 25 cm x 17 cm for the back.
2  A paster sauce jar or similar & plastic lid / tin for the base 
3  Large strong rubber balloon or similar.
4  Strong Rubber band.

   5  Wooden   meat skewer  about 18 cm long ( a straw will do ).
   6  Paper for the scale and notebook, a button, and a small piece of thin fuse
       wire.                                    
  7  Two small screws, glue, panel pins and two small screw hooks.

METHOD:
First fasten the back to the base using panel pins and glue. Next nail or screw the plastic lid / tin to the base  
as shown in the diagram.
Place about 13 mm of water in the  jar  without a lid,   ask your teacher or parents to place it in the 
Microwave, set for 2 minutes-close the door  then observe till just boiling and  giving off plenty of steam. Wait  
30 seconds   remove with tea towel. Do -not try this without supervision..
Place the balloon over the top of it making sure that it is absolutely air-tight. You can fasten the rubber 
balloon in place firmly by using strong elastic bands. When the steam has condensed back into water in the 
jar it will leave a partial vacuum. If you are using a meat skewer,  flatten a 10 mm  section about 5 cm off  
centre to allow   plenty of room when you insert the pin.. Now fasten the button to the meat skew  using the 
thin wire. Pivot the skew on the pin  making sure that the splinter moves very freely
( Note the button is not fixed to the rubber balloon.)
All you have to do now is glue in place the paper for the scale and fasten a small pad for your weather  
observations on to the model.

EVALUATION & DISCUSSION.
When the air pressure varies, the weight of the button moves the pointer. By noting the weather from day to  
day and the position of the indicator you will soon be able to complete your scale. It can be checked against a  
real barometer.   

TIPS:
Design your own 
weather chart  
and make daily  
records.

Paper scale

Meat skewer Pin Fuse wire

Button

Balloon and 
elastic band

     Jar

17 cm

                      Aneroid  Barometer



                             
                

                                                                
                                                              
                                                          Subjects :-     Built Environments /  Demonstrates that tools &                 
                                                            Instruments can be used to aid observation through investigation.
                                                            Using tools requires skill & precision  /make a system to meet
                                                            specific needs etc.

                                                        Materials Required:
                                    1.   A protractor from newsagent / K Mart etc;
                                    2.   A large lead sinker & nylon fishing line.
                                    3.   Two or three panel pins, two  6 mm screws.

4    A piece of wood  30 cm x 4 cm x 10 mm 
.

                                                     METHOD :   

Make a tiny hole in the exact centre or the protractor. Thread the nylon line through the hole you have made
and tie a knot so that it does not slip back. Now fasten the lead sinker to the other end. Make to tiny holes,
one at each end of the protractor, and screw the protractor to the length of the wood. ( The protractor goes
in the centre of the strip of wood.) Put the panel pins sights in place ( one at the front and two at the rear end).
Your  clinometer is now ready for use.
Hold the clinometer in both hands very still tilt it until you can see in the sights the point whose height you 
wish to find. Still keeping perfectly still note the angle the nylon line  makes on the surface of the protractor.
It will help if you have a friend to help you when taking a sight as he/she can read off the angle for you
EVALUATION & DISCUSSION:

For the best results the instrument needs two people to work it. To find the height of a building ask you friend to  
measure the distance from the base of the building to spot where you intend to measure from. Stand on the 
measured spot and measure the angle to the top of the building by your clinometer. Ask your friend to read off
the angle as you take a sight. All you have to do now is to make a scale drawing .
Draw a right angle and measure, to scale, along the base of it the distance you have measured on the ground
at the furthest point away from the upright measure your angle. Where this line cuts the upright line is to be
 found, again to scale, the height you wish to find. Do not forget to make allowance for your own height.

                                                                  

TIPS:
Write down your 
observations and 
discoveries using 
the problem-solving 
chart.
 

Q: Name two 
instruments 
used for  
measuring 
heights & 
distances.

Wooden stick

Height Finder
Lead sinker Protractor

Screw

Sights

30 cm

4 cm
Hight

Fishing line

Data:   Scale 152 cm = 6 mm  
Base  914 cm ( 37 mm ).
’Angle: 45 Deg’ 
 From scale drawing :
Height  914 cm    Approx’.
Q How high is your school ?.

10 mm width



a

                                SPECIFIC  INFORMATION  AND  REQUIREMENTS

Venue :                               All usual school venues are satisfactory providing that the 
                                            out door area is  covered however, due to the weight  and 
                                            complexity of the electronic equipment, venues with limited 
                                            steps are preferred

Other requirements:          240 volt  Power not required 
                                            Production  operates on its own battery system .
                                          

Set up time:                       Access required  30 minutes prior to the performance.

Performance  length:         50  Minutes.

Suitability:                         Adaptable for years  K-7   and   7-9  ( Secondary ).
                                            Special performances for the gifted and talented students.

Audience size:                    150 would be preferred however, if you have the right facility’s
                                            ( stage etc.) a larger audience can easily  be catered for.

Admission costs:                 $.......... per student; with a minimum fee of $ ….. show.
                                     
 

                                            We welcome parents   participation so that they may see first 
                                            hand the many benefits ‘The visual arts ’ have to offer their 
                                            children however,  if you have a  very young child  with you
                                            please notify the artist  so that  seating arrangements can be 
                                            made .             Thank you.

 


	Pie dish
	Eyebrows ~  pipe cleaners
	Bowtie  ~ plastic from
	 ice-cream container.
	Hands ~ Plastic cups
	Fig: 9
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	        SLIP  GEAR
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	Cut  out

	CUT
	     Body
	Hands
	                      Aneroid  Barometer
	Meat skewer
	Pin
	Fuse wire
	Button
	Paper scale
	     Jar
	Sights
	Wooden stick
	Screw
	Lead sinker
	Protractor
	Fishing line
	’Angle: 45 Deg’ 
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	                            The  ROBO-TECHNICS  Show  has two programs,  each 
	                                   formulated to cater for Grades K – 7 and  7- 9 with special
	                                   emphases paid  to  students  with  special needs as well as  the 
	                                   gifted and talented.
	                                                 Leslie Barnett-stage name  Marshall  
	                                                                            is a member of the Science Teachers -
	                                                                             Leslie  is best remembered for his
	                                                                             Machine, made popular by the number
	                                                                             Mr Barnett has worked as an 

	                                                                             Educator in Australia and abroad for the
	The star of the show is a Robot named Algatron who talks, and sings with  co-star

	Algatron with his loveable smile and mischievous personality, captures the hearts of all
	Students will be challenged to try there thought and reflex  skills in competition with

	Students will be amazed to discover that the Robots design, although complex in

	   For  briefing or De-briefing.  ( lower - middle primary ).
	     The 7 step principle  used  by Marshall to design and build his  Robot.
	      


	Wheels, gearbox assembly and main wheel support shaft and tension nuts.
	     ( DISCUSSION ) .
	Fig: 5 
	   Fig: 6 
	   Wheel
	Fig: 7
	Fig: 8
	Fig: 9
	Fig: 10
	               VARIABLE :     Combination:


	                             Topic :      Newton’s three laws of motion .
	                            Topic :      Newton’s  Action – Reaction Principle.

